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ABSTRACT
One of the primary questions when characterizing Earth-sized and super-Earth-sized exoplanets is
whether they have a substantial atmosphere like Earth and Venus or a bare-rock surface like Mercury.
Phase curves of the planets in thermal emission provide clues to this question, because a substantial
atmosphere would transport heat more efficiently than a bare-rock surface. Analyzing phase curve
photometric data around secondary eclipse has previously been used to study energy transport in the
atmospheres of hot Jupiters. Here we use phase curve, Spitzer time-series photometry to study the
thermal emission properties of the super-Earth exoplanet 55 Cancri e. We utilize a semi-analytical
framework to fit a physical model to the infrared photometric data at 4.5 µm. The model uses
parameters of planetary properties including Bond albedo, heat redistribution efficiency (i.e., ratio
between radiative timescale and advective timescale of the atmosphere), and atmospheric greenhouse
factor. The phase curve of 55 Cancri e is dominated by thermal emission with an eastward-shifted
hot spot. We determine the heat redistribution efficiency to be 1.47+0.30
−0.25, which implies that the
advective timescale is on the same order as the radiative timescale. This requirement cannot be met
by the bare-rock planet scenario because heat transport by currents of molten lava would be too slow.
The phase curve thus favors the scenario with a substantial atmosphere. Our constraints on the heat
redistribution efficiency translate to an atmospheric pressure of ∼ 1.4 bar. The Spitzer 4.5-µm band
is thus a window into the deep atmosphere of the planet 55 Cancri e.
Keywords: planets and satellites: atmospheres; planets and satellites: terrestrial planets; planets and
satellites: individual (55 Cnc e); occultations; techniques: photometric
1. INTRODUCTION
Recent successes in exoplanet science can be attributed
in part to the development of high precision photome-
try. Thousands of known exoplanets were first detected
using photometric data from space-based missions like
Kepler, K2 and CoRot, and this number will continue
to grow with the next generation of exoplanet detec-
tion missions like TESS (Ricker et al. 2016) and PLATO
(Rauer et al. 2016). Photometric data are also useful
for analysis beyond planet detection. This is because
light curves out-of-transit contain light from reflected
stellar radiation and planetary thermal emission. Photo-
metric measurements with Spitzer (e.g., Knutson et al.
2007), Kepler (e.g., Demory et al. 2013), and Hubble
(e.g., Stevenson et al. 2014) have provided insight into
the properties of exoplanets’ atmospheres.
Several previous studies have monitored transiting hot
Jupiters during and between transit and occultation
(or secondary transit), and used phase curves taken
in the visible or infrared wavelengths to determine a
variety of planet properties (e.g., Knutson et al. 2007;
Cowan et al. 2012; Knutson et al. 2012; Demory et al.
2013; Esteves et al. 2013, 2015; Stevenson et al. 2014;
Shporer & Hu 2015; Armstrong et al. 2016; Wong et al.
2016; Lewis et al. 2017). These phase curves have pro-
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vided constraints on the temperature of the planet’s at-
mosphere and the longitudinal location of hotspots. In
the cases where a reflected stellar radiation component
is detected, the phase curves also constrain the location
of clouds. These constraints allow us to further study
physical properties of the atmosphere such as circula-
tion patterns, temperature profile, and possible molecu-
lar composition.
When it comes to Earth-sized and super-Earth-sized
exoplanets that may be predominantly rocky, radia-
tion from the planets may come from either the at-
mosphere or the surface. If the planet has a substan-
tial atmosphere, the phase curve signal would be con-
trolled by temperature and cloud distributions in the
atmosphere (e.g., Hu et al. 2015; Webber et al. 2015;
Parmentier et al. 2016); whereas if the planet has a bare-
rock surface, the phase curve would be controlled by
the temperature of the surface and patchy surface fea-
tures, such as lava lakes that affect the reflectivity (e.g.,
Kite et al. 2016).
The first phase curve of a super-Earth exoplanet has
been detected recently in the infrared (Demory et al.
2016b). The planet 55 Cancri e has a measured mass
of 8.08 ± 0.31M⊕ and a radius of 1.91 ± 0.08R⊕. Inte-
rior composition models have found that the measured
mass and radius are consistent with a planetary sce-
nario with a massive, high-mean-molecular-weight at-
2mosphere (Demory et al. 2011; Winn et al. 2011), or a
volatile-poor planetary scenario with a carbon-rich in-
terior and no atmosphere (Madhusudhan et al. 2012).
It is also known that the planet does not have an ex-
tended, H-rich exosphere (Ehrenreich et al. 2012), which
excludes the possibility of an H-rich atmosphere, but
does not exclude the high-mean-molecular-weight atmo-
sphere scenario. There have been searches for molecular
features of 55 Cancri e, using transit spectroscopy in the
infrared (Tsiaras et al. 2016) and high-resolution optical
spectroscopy (Esteves et al. 2017), but results are non-
conclusive. The phase curve of 55 Cancri e, taken in the
Spitzer Infrared Array Camera (IRAC) 2 band of 4 – 5
µm, features a peak of the planet’s radiation occurring
prior to the occultation, and a large day-night tempera-
ture contrast. Demory et al. (2016b) hypothesized that
the phase curve could be explained by either a planet
with an optically thick, high-mean-molecular-weight at-
mosphere, or a planet devoid of atmosphere with low-
viscosity magma flows.
In this paper, we utilize a physical model developed
by Hu et al. (2015) to analyze the phase curve for 55
Cancri e. The purpose of our study is to augment the
results of Demory et al. (2016b) by using the same data
set to fit for a more physically motivated model and de-
rive improved constraints on the planet’s heat redistri-
bution. Our re-analysis of the phase curve suggests that
the planet has a substantial atmosphere and the Spitzer
IRAC 2 band is a window into the pressure level as deep
as 1 – 2 bars. We first outline our data preparation and
model fitting in §2. The results of our analysis are pre-
sented in §3. In §4 we interpret these results and discuss
their implications on the planetary scenarios. Finally, we
summarize our findings and discuss prospects for future
research in §5.
2. ANALYSIS
2.1. Observations
For our analysis we use the same photometric data as
(Demory et al. 2016b), taken by Spitzer Space Telescope
Infrared Camera (IRAC 2) at 4.5µm. Observations dur-
ing the primary transit and occultation of 55 Cancri e
were taken between 15 June and 15 July 2013. A total
of 4,981,760 frames were obtained with an integration
time of 0.02 seconds. The frames were taken during 8
observing sessions of 9 hours each (half of the planet’s
orbital period), yielding a total observation time of 75
hours.
2.2. Data Reduction and Preparation
Once the observations were obtained from Spitzer,
they needed to be converted into a photometric time
series from which we can perform phase curve analy-
sis and modeling. The raw photometric time series was
computed from the individual frames by Demory et al.
(2016b) using methods outlined in Demory et al. (2011).
These raw data were subject to noise from the IRAC de-
tector itself as well as correlated noise from Spitzer as it
moves during observation. This noise was removed from
our data set by Demory et al. (2016b) to produce a final
time series of 30-second bins with an average error that
we calculate to be ∼ 360 parts per million.
After the raw frames were converted into photometric
time series data, we then binned the data to 200 bins
for improved visual inspection. The flux value Fp/F⋆ rel-
ative to the in-occultation stellar flux for each bin was
computed by averaging the 30-second flux values for each
sample. Uncertainties in each bin were computed by di-
viding the standard deviation of the sample by the square
root of the total sample size per bin, yielding an average
bin error of ∼ 56 parts per million. We then phase-folded
our time series data and removed data taken during pri-
mary transits that are not accounted for in the phase
curve model we implemented. While not fitting the pri-
mary transits, we use the constraints from the primary
transits on planetary radius, semi-major axis, and im-
pact parameter in the subsequent phase curve modeling
(see Section 2.3). Our photometric time series is shown
in Figure 1.
Several effects beyond those of planetary atmospheric
processes can determine the properties of an occultation
phase curve. For example, stellar variability brought
about by magnetic field interactions with the planet can
cause star spots with a period similar to the planet’s
orbital period (Shkolnik et al. 2008). Additionally, grav-
itational interactions between a star and its planetary
companion can produce effects such as relativistic beam-
ing and tidal ellipsoidal distortion modulations that can
alter the phase curve (e.g. Shporer 2017; Shporer & Hu
2015). These processes do not produce significant effects
on the infrared light curve for 55 Cancri e (e.g., beaming
modulation ∼ 1 ppm, ellipsoidal modulation ∼ 0.6 ppm;
Demory et al. 2016b). We therefore make no corrections
to our sample to account for these effects. Furthermore,
the orbit of 55 Cancri e can be approximated as circu-
lar (e ≈ 0.040± 0.027, see Baluev 2015), allowing us to
use a model fitting method in line with that of Hu et al.
(2015).
One must be cautious when binning time series pho-
tometric data for phase curve analysis to prevent loss
or distortion of information (e.g., Kipping 2010). We
have additionally computed model fits for the same data
with a much smaller bin size (the native 30-second bins),
and with a larger bin size similar to the phase curve in
Demory et al. (2016b) (a total of ≈ 70 bins of in- and
out-of-transit data). The constraints on the jump pa-
rameters are identical to the 200-bin data set to within
uncertainty limits, confirming that our model fit does not
depend on the binning of the data. We therefore proceed
with our analysis using only results from the ≈ 200-bin
data set described above.
2.3. Phase Curve Modeling
To perform our model fit to the photometric data,
we use a semi-analytical method outlined in Hu et al.
(2015). The general model performs a fit to the occul-
tation light curve of a planet and also computes three
independent light curves representing flux contributions
from symmetric reflection, asymmetric reflection (e.g.,
due to patchy clouds), and thermal emission. It also uses
an existing model of secondary transit (Mandel & Agol
2002) from which it can derive the phase curve occulta-
tion depth, phase amplitude, and phase offset.
As shown in Hu et al. (2015), the scaled total reflec-
tive component (i.e. symmetric + asymmetric) of the
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Figure 1. Occultation photometric time series data for 55 Cancri e. Data points represent scaled planet flux Fp/F⋆ in parts per million
(ppm) and are plotted versus orbital phase, with a phase of 0.5 corresponding to secondary transit. Data are binned per 20 minutes, and
each flux value represents the bin sample mean. The uncertainty for each point was calculated by taking the true standard deviation of
the bin sample mean σ√
N
.
transiting planet FRF⋆ is computed as follows:
FR
F⋆
= AG(
Rp
a
)2 (1)
where where AG is the uniform geometric albedo of the
planet, Rp is the planet radius, and a is the semi-major
axis of the planet’s orbit. This means that the con-
tribution of the reflective components to the planet’s
phase curve is largely governed by the magnitude of
(
Rp
a )
2. For 55 Cancri e, using values for Rp and a
found in Demory et al. (2016b), we find that this value
is 2.77 × 10−5, or ≈ 28 parts per million (p.p.m.). This
value, even with a geometric albedo of 1, would thus
contribute no more than 28 p.p.m. to our final model fit
which takes on much larger flux fluctuations∼ 200 p.p.m.
The data, with a dispersion of 56 ppm, are too noisy
to detect any reflected light component. It is also not
possible to distinguish between uniform and patchy re-
flective clouds or surfaces, because the asymmetric reflec-
tion component would make a contribution much smaller
than 28 ppm to the light curve. We therefore assume for
the purposes of this paper a purely symmetric reflection
component and take the asymmetric component of the
reflection contribution to be zero at all phase values.
The general model fit computes the posterior distribu-
tions of three to five parameters from the phase curve.
The first is the Bond albedo (AB) which is a measure-
ment of the fraction of incident light on the planet that
is scattered back into space. The second, referred to as
the heat redistribution efficiency (ǫ), is defined as
ǫ =
τrad
τadv
, (2)
where τrad is the radiative timescales and τadv is the ad-
vective timescale (Cowan & Agol 2011; Hu et al. 2015).
This parameter describes how well heat is transported
from the planet’s dayside to nightside. When |ǫ| ≫ 1
heat transport is more efficient than radiative cooling and
the longitudinal variation of temperature will be small,
corresponding to giant planets in the Solar System; when
|ǫ| ≪ 1 transport is minimal and the planet will be in lo-
cal thermal equilibrium, leading to large day-night con-
trast (Cowan & Agol 2011). The sign of ǫ is the same as
the sign of τadv, which indicates the direction of transport
and the thermal phase shift: when ǫ > 0 the transport is
eastward and the peak of the thermal emission appears
prior to the occultation; when ǫ < 0 the transport is
westward and the peak of the thermal emission appears
after the occultation. The magnitude of the radiative
timescale depends on the heat capacity and the temper-
ature, and the magnitude of the advective timescale is
determined by the speed of fluid movement (atmosphere
or molten lava), which is discussed further in Section 4.
The third parameter is the greenhouse factor (f), a
measurement of the extent to which infrared radiation is
absorbed by greenhouse gases in the atmosphere. It is de-
fined as the ratio between the brightness temperature of
the photosphere and the equilibrium temperature. The
last two parameters are the cloud condensation temper-
ature (Tc), under which the atmosphere precipitates and
forms patchy clouds, and the reflectivity boosting fac-
tor (κ) which describes the proportional increase in the
reflectivity of the clouds in the atmosphere. The first
three parameters (AB, ǫ, f) are computed for each model
while the last two (Tc and κ) are only relevant in the
scenario in which the planet has a patchy cloud covering
(see Hu et al. 2015, for more details). Because we are
assuming the surface of the planet to be symmetrically
reflective (i.e. without a patchy cloud or lava lake), Tc
and κ are not used by the phase curve model. We are
thus performing a model fit that depends on three free
parameters: Bond albedo, heat redistribution efficiency,
and greenhouse factor.
The methods developed and outlined in Hu et al.
(2015) use a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) to
4compute both the fitted parameters and their posterior
distributions. We first input the allowed ranges within
which the MCMC can sample for each parameter. The
Bond albedo is defined as a fraction that naturally ranges
in [0,1]. The heat redistribution ǫ is allowed to range be-
tween -100 and 100, where the sign is determined by the
direction of the photosphere rotation with respect to the
planet’s orbit. For the atmospheric greenhouse factor f ,
we allowed a range of [1,2] with 1 corresponding to no
greenhouse effect and 2 corresponds to a thermal pho-
tosphere temperature 2 times greater than the planet’s
equilibrium temperature. Allowing f > 2 is not neces-
sary because the temperature of the planet does not have
to double even for AB approaching 1 (see §3.2). These in-
put ranges are wide enough and do not cause distortion in
the parameters’ posterior distributions; we confirm this
by inspecting the output of the Markov chains, which
shows the posterior distributions are narrower than the
prior ranges (Figures 3 and 4).
In addition to the allowed ranges for the fitted param-
eters, we input values for system parameters that the al-
gorithm uses to compute the model phase curves. We use
an empirical and absolutely calibrated infrared spectrum
of 55 Cancri (Crossfield 2012) to compute the stellar flux
in the IRAC 4.5-micron bandpass, and also use the scaled
semi-major axis (a/R⋆), the ratio between the planet’s
radius and the star’s radius (Rp/R⋆), and the impact pa-
rameter (b) constrained by primary transit observations
(von Braun et al. 2011; Demory et al. 2011, 2016b). We
use the value of Rp/R⋆ measured from the same observa-
tion as the phase curve (Demory et al. 2016a), which is,
365±25 ppm, corresponding to Rp/R⋆ = 0.0191±0.0007,
in our analysis. The stellar luminosities and orbital pa-
rameters are known to high precisions, and they make
negligible contributions to the uncertainties of our fitted
parameters. The planetary radius is more uncertain and
we thus propagate its uncertainty to the fitted parame-
ters in § 3.2.
Next we computed two separate Markov chains, each
with 100,000 steps representing different combinations
of the fitted parameters. The first half of each chain,
which we refer to as the “burn-in” period, were discarded
from our final results. We then confirmed the robustness
of our final results by verifying their convergence (i.e.
assuring R < 1.01 for all parameters, as described in
Gelman & Rubin 1992).
3. RESULTS
3.1. Light Curve Parameters
The fitted and derived system parameters for 55 Cancri
e are listed in Table 1. The values for these parameters
were computed by taking the median of the posterior
distribution generated by the MCMC analysis (see §2.3).
The final model fit and residuals computed from these
parameters are plotted against our occultation data in
Figure 2. From the model fit we can see that the phase
curve of 55 Cancri e is dominated by thermal emission
with no significant contribution from the reflected light.
We can also see that the fit to the light curve is not
symmetric about the secondary transit. Instead, there is
a phase curve maximum that occurs pre-occultation at
an offset of ≈ −34◦.
The phase curve model from Hu et al. (2015) generates
Table 1
Fitted and Derived Parameters for 55 Cancri ea
Parameter Value
Derived Parameters
Phase amplitude (ppm) 127+12−14
Eclipse depth (ppm) 181+15−19
Phase offset (degree)b −34+4−5
Fitted Parameters
Bond albedo AB 0.43
+0.32
−0.29
Heat redistribution ǫ c 1.47+0.30−0.25
Greenhouse factor f 1.31+0.28−0.13
Calculated Surface Temperatures
Maximum hemisphere-averaged temperature (K) 2709+129−159
Minimum hemisphere-averaged temperature (K) 1613+118−131
Average dayside temperature (K) 2573+120−153
Note. —
a The best fit model has χ2/dof of 1.14
b Defined to be positive for post-occultation maximum
c Defined to be positive for eastward-traveling winds in a syn-
chronously rotating reference frame
the amplitude, occultation depth and offset based on the
fit to the observed data (see Table 1). Errors for all val-
ues in Table 1 were computed using the values 1 standard
deviation above and below the mean, corresponding to z
scores of ±1 for a standard normal distribution. Here we
measure our phase-curve amplitude to be 127+12
−14 p.p.m.
This value is ≈ 2σ smaller but better constrained than
the amplitude found in Demory et al. (2016b). For our
eclipse depth we derive a value of 181+15
−19 p.p.m., which
is 1σ greater than the value derived in Demory et al.
(2016b). Upon inspection of the model phase curves in
Demory et al. (2016b), the best-fit models look similar
at the peak (
Fp
F⋆
around ∼ 200 p.p.m.), but our best-fit
model indicates a minimum out-of-transit value of ∼ 70
p.p.m., as opposed to ∼ 50 p.p.m. of Demory et al.
(2016b). The difference is mostly due to the different
models used in the phase curve analysis. Demory et al.
(2016b) used a single-longitude-band model and a three-
longitude-band model to fit the phase curve, and their
models have sharp temperature discontinuities between
the bands. Our model does not allow for these disconti-
nuities and instead calculates a smooth longitudinal dis-
tribution of temperature by solving an energy transport
equation (see Hu et al. 2015). Our physically motivated
model provides a good fit to the phase curve, and indi-
cates a smaller phase amplitude and a higher nightside
temperature than Demory et al. (2016b). This analysis
thus highlights the need to use a physically motivated
model in the phase curve analysis compared to the lon-
gitudinal band models.
Our third derived parameter is the phase curve offset,
defined to be positive when the phase curve maximum
occurs post-occultation. We find a pre-occultation phase
curve offset of −34+4
−5 degrees which agrees with the off-
set from Demory et al. (2016b) to within error estimates.
Because phase curve is dominated by contributions from
thermal emission (Figure 2), the offset is likely due to a
5hot spot located east of the substellar point (see §4 for
more details).
The posterior probability distributions for our fitted
model parameters are shown in the top 3 panels of Fig-
ure 3. As we can see, the three derived parameters dis-
cussed above are tightly constrained in the scenario to
which we fit our model curve. In other words, the phase
curve amplitude, offset, and occultation depth are well
constrained to the values listed in Table 1.
We also used our derived phase curve parameters to
compute a series of surface temperatures for the planet
(Table 1). We used the eclipse depth to compute an
average dayside temperature of 2573+120
−153 K. From the
phase curve amplitude we calculate a minimum and max-
imum hemisphere-averaged temperature of 2709+129
−159 K
and 1613+118
−131 K respectively. All of these values agree
with those found in Demory et al. (2016b) to within 1σ,
but we compute a higher nightside temperature and a
smaller day-night temperature contrast of ∼ 950K that
is more in-line with the presence of a convective enve-
lope. The fact that our maximum hemisphere-average
temperature is greater than the average dayside temper-
ature is consistent with our phase curve offset of −34+4
−5
and is likely due to an eastward-shifted hotspot. These
implications are discussed further in §4.
3.2. Model Parameters
In addition to the derived parameters discussed in §3.1,
the model phase curve contains enough information to
compute a set of fitted planetary parameters (see §2.3).
In the case of a homogeneous reflective layer, the model
outputs estimates for the planet’s Bond albedo AB, heat
redistribution efficiency ǫ, and greenhouse factor f . The
fitted values for these parameters can be found in Table
1.
The posterior probability distributions of the fitted
planetary parameters for 55 Cancri e can be found in the
3 bottom panels of Figure 3. As we can see, the value for
the heat redistribution efficiency (middle panel) is well
constrained between 1 and 3 at an estimated value of
ǫ =1.47+0.30
−0.25. A positive value for ǫ at almost 5σ above
zero indicates that the advective frequency of the planet’s
envelope is non-zero and consequently that material at
photospheric pressures above the planet’s surface travel
eastward in a synchronously rotating frame. The mag-
nitude of ǫ is inconsistent with a lava ocean and thus
suggestive of a thick atmosphere. This scenario is dis-
cussed in more detail in §4.
As we can tell by inspection of Figure 3, the Bond
albedo and greenhouse factor do not have the same nar-
row distribution as ǫ, and they are not constrained inde-
pendently. The planet’s Bond albedo AB can take any
value smaller than 0.9. Similarly, the atmospheric green-
house factor f is typically closer to 1.2 but also takes
essentially all of the allowed values between 1 and 2.
The two parameters are correlated, as shown in Figure 4.
This is due to the proportionality from Hu et al. (2015),
viz.
T ∝ f(1−AB)
1/4 (3)
which our model uses to compute the temperature dis-
tribution on the planet’s surface. As we can see from
Equation (2), raising f requires an additional increase
in AB for a given temperature and vice versa. This is in
line with what we see in Figure 4 where a lower AB ≈ 0.1
corresponds to lower f ≤ 1.3 and f slowly leveling off at
2 as AB approaches 1. Additionally the fact that f > 2
corresponds to a forbidden Bond albedo greater than 1
further motivates our allowed ranges for f in our model
fit of [1,2].
The uncertainty in the planetary radius (8% in terms of
(Rp/R⋆)
2) has an impact on the derived temperatures,
and thus the greenhouse factor f . We propagate this
uncertainty by calculating the brightness temperatures
corresponding to the 1σ upper and the lower bounds of
the planetary radius, and find that this would increase
the uncertainty in the dayside and nightside tempera-
tures by 50 K and 20 K respectively. This in turn causes
the uncertainty in the greenhouse factor to increase by
0.04, in addition to 0.28 as tabulated in Table 1. The
uncertainty in the planetary radius thus has no impact
on the general results.
4. DISCUSSION
The model fit to our Spitzer light curve for 55 Can-
cri e is composed primarily of planetary thermal emis-
sion with a negligible contribution from reflected light
of the host star. The fitted light curve also shows a pre-
occultation phase shift of −34+4
−5
◦. Because the planetary
light is dominated by thermal emission, we interpret this
shift to be due to an eastward-shifted hotspot on the
planet surface. This in conjunction with our positive fit-
ted value for heat redistribution efficiency ǫ = 1.47+0.30
−0.25
and our divergent values for dayside and maximum tem-
peratures suggest eastward heat transport via advection
in the planet’s outer envelope.
Our fitted value for ǫ indicates that the advective
timescale is on the same order as the radiative timescale,
and implies a thick atmosphere around 55 Cancri e.
There are two possible planetary scenarios that deter-
mine the value of τadv. The first is the scenario in which
heat is primarily transported by currents in magma lakes.
Kite et al. (2016) has estimated the speed of the magma
currents driven by the day-night temperature contrast on
hot, rocky exoplanets. Neglecting viscosity and inertia,
the speed is controlled by the balance between the pres-
sure gradient and the rotational force (i.e., geostrophic
balance). The speed is found to be low (∼ 0.02 m s−1),
requiring ∼ 10 years for heat to be transport from the
dayside to the nightside. The slow transport is due to the
very small expansivity of the magma, and then the very
small density contrast, compared with an atmosphere.
As such, this estimate is independent from the compo-
sition of the magma. With our ǫ value in this case, the
radiative timescale would need to be on the order of tens
of years, far too long given a dayside temperature > 2000
K (Table 1). The phase curve thus disfavors the scenario
in which heat on 55 Cancri e is transported primarily via
lava lakes.
The second possible scenario is that heat is transported
convection in a thick atmospheric envelope. In this case,
the advective timescale τadv = Rp/vw. Using a planet
radius of Rp = 1.91R⊕ and wind speed of 1,000 m s
−1
typically obtained in GCMs for high-mean-molecular-
weight atmospheres (e.g., Zhang & Showman 2017), we
compute an advective timescale of τadv ∼ 3 hours, sug-
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Figure 2. The top panel shows the model fit to our phase curve plotted against photometric data from Figure 1. The black curve
represents the best-fit model phase curve, and the rest show flux contributions from thermal emission (red) and reflection (blue). The
model fit is governed primarily by the planet’s thermal emission and has an asymmetry due to an eastward-shifted hot spot. In the bottom
panel the residuals of the model fit are plotted for each of the photometric data points.
gesting that the radiative timescale would need to be on
the order of hours, a much more plausible scenario than
that of heat transport by lava lakes.
The radiative timescale of an atmosphere is related to
the photospheric-level pressure P as
τrad = ǫ × τadv =
cpP
gσT 30
, (4)
where cp is the specific heat capacity, g is the surface
gravity, σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, and T0 is
the temperature of radiation for which we approximate
as the average dayside temperature (Table 1). We deduce
from Equation (4) that the photosphere would need to
be at a pressure of P ≈ 1.4 bar based on the measured
value of ǫ.
Is this photospheric pressure reasonable for the Spitzer
observation in 4 – 5 µm? Table 2 lists several hypothet-
ical atmospheric scenarios and their opacities based on
simple C-H-O-N-S molecules. The optical depth at 1.4
bar needs to be on the order of, or smaller than, unity
in order to be consistent with the photospheric pressure.
We see that H2O- or CO2-dominated atmospheres are
not possible because of their strong absorption in this
wavelength range. However, a CO- or N2-dominated at-
mosphere is possible. If the atmosphere is made of N2,
it should also contain ∼ 0.2% of H2O or 2% of CO2 to
make the photosphere to be at 1.4 bar. Such abundances
of H2O or CO2 seem reasonable for an N2-dominated at-
mosphere. We also note that an evaporation atmosphere
in vapor equilibrium with the magma (made of Na, O2,
SiO, Mg, and Fe) would have a total surface pressure
of 10−3 ∼ 10−2 bar depending on the composition of
the underlying magma (Schaefer & Fegley 2009). Such
a tenuous vapor atmosphere cannot transport heat fast
enough (e.g., Kite et al. 2016) and thus cannot explain
the phase curve features.
Therefore, the phase curve implies that at Spitzer
wavelengths around 4.5 µm we are able to see deep into
the planet atmosphere. The atmosphere is clear in this
band and cannot have dominated abundances of CO2 or
H2O that have strong absorption at the observed wave-
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Figure 3. Posterior probability distributions for the derived (top) and fitted (bottom) parameters from our MCMC phase curve analysis
are plotted for 55 Cancri e. Of the derived parameters, the phase offset of −34+4−5(top right) is best constrained to within 13% while the
eclipse depth and phase amplitude (top left and middle) are constrained to within ≈ 10% their estimated values. For the fitted parameters,
the heat redistribution efficiency ǫ = 1.47+0.30−0.25 has a relatively normal spread ranging in ≈ 20% while the bond albedo and greenhouse
factor have less regular distributions.
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Figure 4. Correlation between Bond albedo AB and greenhouse
factor f shows that larger greenhouse effect corresponds to a larger
overall planet reflectivity. We see that smaller AB ≈ 0.5 corre-
sponds to little to no greenhouse affect at f ≈ 1. Additionally f
quickly approaches 2 as AB gets closer to 1, a non-physical case
for planet atmospheres.
lengths (Table 2, also see Hu & Seager (2014)). It re-
mains possible that the planet is engulfed by a CO- or
N2-dominated envelope. Our analysis supports the case
of an atmosphere around 55 Cancri e.
One might ask whether a CO- or N2-dominated en-
velope on the planet 55 Cancri e is stable against in-
tense irradiation that would drive atmospheric escape.
Assuming energy-limited escape, Demory et al. (2016b)
estimated that a total of 31 kbar worth of atmosphere
would have been lost due to stellar irradiation if the
planet has a substantial atmosphere. We stress, how-
Table 2
Opacities of the hypothetical atmospheric scenarios of 55 Cancri e.
Type of Atmosphere Source of Opacity τ at 1.4 bar
H2O-dominated H2O 450
N2-dominated N2-N2 CIA 0.06
CO2-dominated CO2 38
CO-dominated CO 1.2
O2-dominated O3 0.8
Note. — The optical depth is the column-integrated opacity at
1.4 bar, averaged over the Spitzer IRAC 4.5-µm bandpass. The
opacities are adopted from the HITRAN 2012 and HITEMP 2010
databases (Rothman et al. 2010, 2013). The temperature is as-
sumed to be 2000 K for simplicity. CIA stands for collision-induced
absorption. O3 is assumed to be photochemically produced and is
10−3 of the abundance of O2 (e.g., Hu et al. 2012).
ever, that this 31 kbar corresponds to only 0.5% of the
mass of the planet, while it is not uncommon to find
volatile content greater than 2% in building blocks of
terrestrial planets (e.g., Elkins-Tanton & Seager 2008).
The total escape was also likely an overestimate, because
the energy-limited escape formula does not apply to the
transonic escape regime at high irradiation, as is the case
for 55 Cancri e (Johnson et al. 2013). In this regime, the
escape flow has high kinetic energy, but the escape rate
is low. Therefore, we suggest a CO- or N2-dominated
envelope as a plausible scenario for the planet 55 Cancri
e.
5. CONCLUSION
We present analysis of the infrared Spitzer phase curve
for the super-Earth 55 Cancri e. We fit a theoretical light
curve to the photometric time series taken at 4.5µm us-
ing physical models developed in Hu et al. (2015). With
physically motivated models, our analysis of the phase
curve of 55 Cancri e confirms and further constrains the
8eclipse depth and phase offset reported by Demory et al.
(2016b) and estimates a smaller phase amplitude and
higher nightside temperature than previously found.
The Spitzer phase curve for 55 Cancri e is dominated
by thermal emission with a pre-occultation shift due to
a hot spot located east of the substellar point. The
planet’s heat redistribution efficiency constrained by the
phase curve ǫ = 1.47+0.30
−0.25 requires that 55 Cancri e is
shrouded by a thick atmosphere that acts as a primary
source of heat transport. This value corresponds to a
photospheric pressure of 1.4 bar, consistent with a CO-
or N2-dominated atmosphere, with minor abundances of
H2O or CO2.
The Spitzer light curve used in both our analysis and
Demory et al. (2016b) represent the first phase curve of
a super-Earth-sized exoplanet, reflecting recent progress
in observing technology and methods. Our analysis of
55 Cancri e will be the first of many, and further obser-
vations of super-Earths in the coming years will set up a
context in which our results can be further interpreted.
Additionally, photometric observations of 55 Cancri e
in other wavelengths may shed light and place further
constraints on the planetary characteristics found in this
paper. We therefore are optimistic that further research
will illuminate the nature of 55 Cancri e’s atmosphere
and super-Earths alike.
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was provided by the Caltech Summer Undergraduate
Research Fellowship (SURF) Program.
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